
 

• An experienced investigator who has worked his way up the ranks culminating in  
a firm understanding of the needs of clients and case objectives.

• Honest, trustworthy with excellent observation and communication skills.

• Trusted to provide management and oversight in case matters ranging from high 
asset divorces to insurance fraud to corporate concerns.

Leading investigative services for Hawk PI, Brent oversees all aspects of investigations from the 
initial consultation to the final report. His practical understanding of investigations leads to 
effective, executable strategies and a high success rate.

Building on his experience from investigator to president, he ensures meticulous coordination 
and communication to best meet the case objectives, while navigating highly sensitive and 
confidential matters. In addition to managing cases Brent is responsible for the safekeeping 
of evidence, providing clients with security and confidence in the results of Hawk PI casework.

Among Hawk PI investigators and clients, Brent is known for making quick, appropriate decisions 
in dynamic field situations. His investigative experience, leadership, and communications skills 
make him a key team member at Hawk PI. 

Credentials & Professional Affiliations

Georgia Association of Professional Private Investigators - Member
Georgia Board of Private Detective and Security Agencies - Licensed Investigator

Gwinnett Technical College - Private Detective Training Course, 2008
World Association of Detectives - Member

Core Qualifications

Brent M. Williams
President

bwilliams@hawkpi.com (770) 760-0071 www.hawkpi.com



Hawk PI provides legal professionals, businesses, and individuals with the foundation of every 
legal action and investigation: 

Truth. 

Documented facts are the ultimate leverage in legal casework and investigations, and that’s 
what Hawk PI delivers. Promptly, legally, and with the utmost professionalism.

We review each case carefully to understand your needs and objectives. We know you or 
your clients are facing difficult, often emotional situations. Hawk PI is committed to helping 
you develop the best solution for you or your client, even if that solution does not include our 
services.

Over three decades, Hawk PI has assembled a team of experienced and knowledgable 
investigators, many with federal and state law enforcement experience. Our team is supported 
by cutting edge technology and training which rivals top-tier government agencies. This 
combination of successful investigators and advanced technology has earned Hawk PI one of 
the highest success rates in the region.

With offices in Georgia and Florida, the licensed, experienced, and skilled team at Hawk PI can 
provide everything you need for corporate or civil investigations and surveillance. The result is 
clear, concise, and court-admissible evidence. 

Background Investigations
Campus Security Assessments
Child Custody Investigations

Cell Phone Forensics
Computer Forensics

Detection and Debugging
Digital Forensics

Due Diligence
Eavesdropping Detection

Emergency Response Planning 
Employee Theft

Healthcare Investigations
Infidelity and Divorce

Insurance Investigations
People Searches

Security Consulting
Surveillance

Workers’ Compensation

Hawk PI
6400 Powers Ferry Road
Suite 220
Atlanta, GA 30339
Phone: (770) 760-0071
Toll Free: (800) 499-4295
www.hawkpi.com


